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Titanic Lives
On board, Destination 
Canada
Rob Rondeau
With words and  
pictures, Rob Rondeau 
tells the compelling 
stories of ten people 
sharing one common 
thread—all were on 
board the Titanic,  
destination Canada.
$19.95, pb, 112 pages, 100+ 
colour and b&w photos, 
978-1-45950-01-8,  
Formac Publishing

eBook, at www.formac.ca

Voyage of the Iceberg
The Story of the Iceberg  
that Sank the Titanic
Richard Brown, with a  
foreword by D. N. Nettleship
This classic work of natural 
history tells the story of  
the iceberg’s journey from 
Greenland to its encounter 
with the Titanic. Includes 
many beautiful period  
illustrations.
$19.95, pb, 160 pages,  
978-1-45940-087-0,  
Formac Publishing

eBook, at www.formac.ca

Halifax and Titanic
John Boileau
John Boileau examines the 
relationship between the 
city and the unprecedented 
tragedy. This illustrated history 
includes over 100 historical 
photographs of the people 
and places involved in Halifax’s 
sombre recovery effort.
$19.95, pb, 172 pages, 100 images,  
978-1-55109-895-1,  
Nimbus Publishing

The Sinking of the  
Titanic
Logan Marshall
A reprint of the classic account 
of the most noted marine 
disaster in history, illustrated 
with photographs of the day. A 
wonderful addition to any library 
of Titanic books.
$14.95, pb, 288 pages,  
40 photos and illus.,  
978-155109-916-3,  
Nimbus Publishing

Titanic Victims in 
Halifax Graveyards
Blair Beed
While telling the  
intriguing and little 
known story of 150  
passengers and crew 
who were buried in  
the port city of Halifax,  
author Blair Beed 
provides an outline of 
society in 1912 and life 
aboard the Titanic.
$19.95, pb, 192 pages,  
150 photos and artifacts, 
978-1-55109-897-5,  
Nimbus Publishing

Children of the Titanic
Christine Welldon
This book provides a rich and 
detailed look at this historic 
event and from a child’s  
perspective. This book shows 
the sights and sounds of a 
way of life and a way of travel 
unfamiliar to most children 
today.
$14.95, pb, 96 pages,  
40 images, 978-1-55109-892-0, 
Nimbus Publishing
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The First Violin
The life and loss of the Titanic’s 
violinist, John Law Hume
Yvonne Hume
The First Violin tells the story 
of the construction and sinking 
of the great ocean liner on her 
maiden voyage and also recounts 
the fascinating life and loss of the 
ship’s violinist John Law Hume.
$15.95, pb, 96 pages,  
35 colour and 65 b&w illus.,  
978-1-55109-918-7,  
Nimbus Publishing

The Rest is Silence
A Novel
Scott Fotheringham
As environmental catastrophe 
threatens, a lone man carves  
himself a life in the backwoods  
of Nova Scotia. A frighteningly 
plausible look at where we’re 
headed.
$29.95, hc, 280 pages,  
978-0-86492-656-2,  
Goose Lane Editions

Titanic Ashes
A Novel
Paul Butler
J. Bruce Ismay, his daughter Evelyn 
and Titanic survivor Miranda 
Grimsden take a backwards  
journey through the thirteen  
intervening years to confront 
issues of cowardice, spite and 
revenge.
$17.95, pb, 149 pages, 978-1-926881-52-2

$9.99, eBook, 978-1-926881-64-5 (Kindle), 
978-1-926881-53-9 (Apple iBookstore, 
Barnes & Noble, Kobo),  
Pennywell Books,  
an imprint of Flanker Press

The Town That Drowned
Riel Nason
Finalist, Margaret and John Savage 
First Book Award. 
Finalist, Commonwealth  
Book Prize. 
Having a weird brother is tough. 
Watching your hometown prepare 
for its demise is even tougher.
$19.95, pb, 280 pages, 978-0-86492-640-1, 
Goose Lane Editions

Spirit of the Titanic
Nicola Pierce
Fifteen-year-old Samuel plunges 
to his death while building the 
Titanic. Later, as Titanic sinks, a 
family is trapped on board. Can 
Samuel’s spirit save them?
$13.99, pb, 216 pages, 978-1-927099-06-3

$9.95, eBook, 978-1-927099-09-4,  
Boulder Publications

A Possible Madness
A Novel
Frank Macdonald
When a global corporation plans 
to exploit the remaining coal from 
an improbable source, they try 
to marginalize the few voices of 
dissent. Some voices, however, are 
not easily silenced.
$24.95, pb, 364 pages, 978-1-897009-65-9, 
Cape Breton University Press
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A Blessed Snarl 
Samuel Thomas Martin
Samuel Thomas Martin is the 
author of This Ramshackle  
Tabernacle, a collection of short 
stories that was a finalist for the 
2010 Winterset Award and the  
2011 ReLit Award for Short Fiction. 
His new novel, A Blessed Snarl,  
is a vivid story about tangled  
relationships, frustrated faith,  
hidden secrets and fiery  
persistence.
$19.95, pb, 288 pages, 978-1-55081-381-4, 

eBook, 978-1-55081-386-9 (Barnes & 
Noble, iBookstore, KOBO, Sony),  
Breakwater Books Ltd.

The Islands of  
Doctor Thomas
Françoise Enguehard
In 1913 Dr. Louis Thomas and his 
family settle on the French islands 
of St. Pierre and Miquelon where 
he develops a passion for photo-
graphy. Despite his love for St. Pierre  
and its people, he leaves one day 
abandoning his photographs. Fifty 
years later, Francois, a native of St. 
Pierre now working in Paris, and a 
young writer Emily, discover the  
collection of photographs left behind. 
The two endeavour to exhibit  
the collection and discover what  
haunted the mysterious Dr. Thomas.
$19.95, pb, 240 pages, 978-1-55081-382-1

eBook, 978-1-55081-338-8 (Barnes & 
Noble, iBookstore, KOBO, Sony),  
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Maiden from the Sea
A Novel
Nellie P. Strowbridge
A breathtaking journey into the 
life and troubled mindscape of 
a servant girl from seventeenth-
century France who becomes 
stranded on an island in the 
middle of the stormy Atlantic.
$19.95, pb, 221 pages, 978-1-926881-74-4

$11.99, eBook, 978-1-926881-76-8 (Kindle), 
978-1-926881-75-1 (Apple iBookstore, 
Barnes & Noble, Kobo),  
Pennywell Books,  
an imprint of Flanker Press

The Reluctant Detective
Finley Martin
A young widow, orphan and 
mother, Wilhelmina Anne Brown  
is just beginning to find some  
stability in her new home when 
she is forced to deal with the 
death of her beloved uncle, Bill 
Darby, a Charlottetown private 
investigator, who leaves Anne his 
business. What follows is Anne’s 
struggle to protect her family,  
find justice for her clients and 
forge a new life for herself in  
this page-turning thriller.
$19.95, pb, 248 pages, 978-1-894838-73-3

$11.99, eBook, 978-1-894838-86-3 (Apple, 
Kobo, Sony, Barnes & Noble, Overdrive, 
Amazon, Blio (Baker & Taylor), Follett), 
Acorn Press

Tattooed
A Novel
Pamela Callow
In Tattooed, the third of her Kate Lange novels, author Pamela Callow explores a Mardi Gras murder....

With the news that her mother is terminally ill, renowned tattoo artist and former wild child Kenzie Sloan 
reluctantly returns to Halifax and to the past she fled so many years ago. When a young girl’s body is found 
mummified in a local bog, rumors run wild about the victim’s identity. But Kenzie knows exactly who she is. 
They share a tattoo…and a decade-old secret. Lawyer Kate Lange believes that Kenzie knows more than she 
is letting on. And unfortunately for Kenzie, there are others who know about the tattoo and its history. And 
one of them is watching Kenzie’s every move.…
“Part medical mystery, part bloody thriller…a debut that had me flipping pages into the wee hours of the 
morning.”—James Rollins, New York Times bestselling author, on Damaged
“Pam Callow delivers a complex and spine-tingling thriller. She is definitely an author to watch.” 
—USA TODAY bestselling author Julianne MacLean
$9.99, pb, 416 pages, 978-0-7783-1302-1

$6.99, eBook, 978-14592-2998-3, Harlequin MIRA, a division of Harlequin Enterprises Ltd.
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Finding Maria
Jennifer Hatt
Inspired by The Sound of Music, Jack Brandugan searched monastic life, Vietnam and rural Nova Scotia for 
his own Maria only to lose her. Or did he? Memories unleashed and assembled by a mysterious ghostwriter 
tell a different story.
$25.00, pb, 392 pages, 978-0-9867576-0-0

$2.99, eBook, 978-0-9867576-1-7 (Kindle), Marechal Media Inc.

Orchids for Billie
Jennifer Hatt
Eight-year-old Jack Brandugan has lost his father, his home and nearly his 
hope too, until a surprise discovery inspires him to drop his baseball glove 
and take up gardening. Will he be able to grow a prized lady slipper orchid 
in time to save his sick mother and his family? This first prequel to Finding 
Maria is also a gentle family story on its own.
$18.00, pb, 180 pages, 978-0-9867576-2-4

$2.99, eBook, 978-0-9867576-3-1 (Kindle), Marechal Media Inc.

Fortress
Marci Lin Melvin
Divided loyalties fuel passionate 
betrayals concerning both love 
and war in this historical drama set 
at the French Fortress of  
Louisbourg in the year 1758.
$21.95, pb, 474 pages,  
978-0-9866425-9-3,  
Bryler Publications Inc.

Three Crows a Letter
Vernon Oickle
Like the characters who arrived 
before her in this riveting series 
of suspense and vengeance, Amy 
Bishop, a young movie producer, 
finds that nothing in the town of 
Liverpool, Nova Scotia is ever as 
it seems.
$21.95, pb, 304 pages, 978-1-927003-34-3

$10.95, eBook, 978-1-927003-66-4, Bryler 
Publications Inc.

Also available  

Two Crows Joy
Vernon Oickle 
$18.95, pb, 304 pages, 978-1-927003-15-2

$10.95, eBook, 978-1-927003-22-0

Finton Moon
A Novel
Gerard Collins
Finton Moon wants nothing more 
than to belong. He lives in a world 
that sees him as other, and his 
greatest fear is that he will be 
trapped forever with these people 
who both misunderstand and 
abuse him.
$19.95, pb, 330 pages, 978-1-897174-90-6, 
Creative Book Publishing

Something Noble
William Kowalski
What will it take to convince a 
drug-dealing convict to donate 
a kidney to the half-brother he’s 
never met? “Marked by an  
authentic plot and realistic  
characters, this slim volume  
delivers what it advertises and  
deserves a bright spotlight.”  
—Library Journal
$9.95, pb, 128 pages, 978-1-45980-013-7

$9.99, eBook, 978-1-45980-015-1  
(Orca, Kobo, iBookstore, Amazon and 
Barnes & Noble), Rapid Reads series 
from Raven Books, an imprint of  
Orca Book Publishers
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Riptides 
New Island Fiction
Edited by Richard Lemm
This collection of twenty-three 
stories showcase the authors 
and demonstrate a rich variety of 
fictional talent and imagination 
emerging from what Prince Edward 
Island poet Milton Acorn called 
the “red tongue...In the ranged 
jaws of the Gulf,” and revising our 
perception of “the land of Anne.”
$21.95, pb, 300 pages,  
978-1-894838-69-6, Acorn Press

Whirl Away
Stories
Russell Wangersky
A dazzling new collection that looks at what happens when people’s  
personal coping skills go awry as they try to navigate their way through 
their rapidly changing worlds.
“… all at once brutal and gentle, funny and cruel, timely and timeless.”  
—Joseph Boyden
“Whirl Away is a persuasive, artful collection and Wangersky portrays all 
manner of characters...with vividness and delicacy...” —National Post
“Like Cheever or Munro, Russell Wangersky delves stealthily into  
disquieting corners of the domestic sphere...” —Globe & Mail
“The stories in Whirl Away provide ample evidence for anyone wanting  
to argue that literary short fiction remains stuck in a Chekhovian rut.”  
—Quill & Quire
$21.95, pb, 240 pages, 978-0-88762-936-5

$18.95, eBook, 978-1-77102-029-9, Thomas Allen Publishers

A Certain Grace
Stories
Binnie Brennan
In the tradition of short story  
writers Alice Munro and Carol 
Shields, Binnie Brennan examines 
the minutiae of ordinary life. 
A Certain Grace is richly told 
in spare prose and woven with 
vignettes of a much-loved  
grandfather’s life.
$16.95, pb, 125 pages, 978-1-926802-84-8, 
Quattro Books

It Is Solved by Walking
Catherine Banks
It Is Solved by Walking is an  
intimate portrait of a writer  
finding her way back to poetry 
after a tragic incident forces her  
to self-reflect.
“[A] beautifully written and  
bountiful play…” —Calgary Herald
$16.95, pb, 96 pages, 978-1-77091-044-7

$9.95, eBook, 978-1-77091-046-1,  
Playwrights Canada Press

Emily
Song of a Newfoundland 
Life
Denise Batten
Emily is a story written in 
verse and based on the life 
of the author’s maternal 
grandmother, Emily Nolan, 
who was born in rural  
Newfoundland in 1900.
$19.95, pb, 50 pages, 20 colour 
photos, 978-1-897174-91-3, 
Creative Book Publishing
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Deadends Dancing  
in the Wind
Poetry
Stanley Sparkes
Deadends Dancing in the Wind  
is a carefully crafted poetry  
collection that reflects back on 
Sparkes’ experience as a river  
logger in the early 1960s.
$14.95, pb, 100 pages, 978-1-897174-93-4, 
Creative Book Publishing

Soak
Kerri Cull
This collection focuses on  
physical experience and  
contemplates the beauty of  
everyday life—the objects, the 
stories and the people that drift  
in and out. It finds the  
extraordinary in the ordinary.
$15.95, pb, 64 pages, 978-1-55081-380-7

eBook, 978-1-55081-389-0 (Barnes & 
Noble, iBookstore, KOBO, Sony),  
Breakwater Books Ltd.

LEAP for faith
Gary Cox
Work sheets at the end of each 
chapter guide you as you join Troy 
and Nick while they follow the 
same path the disciples walked 
thousands of years ago and share 
their knowledge about building a 
relationship with God.
$24.95, pb, 264 pages,  
978-0-9866425-8-6,  
Bryler Publications Inc.

Sweet Shack & Bach Bar
Heather MacKenzie-Carey
A sweet treat for your mind, body 
and soul that combines a holistic 
approach to reading and healing 
using Bach Flower Remedies and 
recipes for delicious and  
comforting food provided by  
a Wise Woman in a magic  
storefront.
$16.95, pb, 104 pages, 978-1-927003-11-4, 
Bryler Publications Inc.

Angels of the Maritimes Volume Two
Karen Forrest
Here is the follow-up to the Canadian bestseller Angels of the Maritimes. Karen Forrest has again assembled 
an uplifting collection of angel stories from people across the Maritime Provinces that will engage your 
mind and heart. It was created to inspire and assist you on your life’s path.
$16.95, pb, 126 pages, 978-1-897426-38-8, Pottersfield Press

Angels of the Maritimes By Your Side
Karen Forrest
Heartwarming accounts of angels from people across the Maritime Provinces.  
Focusing on inspiration and faith, Karen Forrest encourages people to connect 
with the angelic/divine realms to assist them.
$14.95, pb, 112 pages, 978-1-895900-99-6, Pottersfield Press

Canadian Angels By Your Side
Karen Forrest
Karen Forrest’s second book of true angel stories, this time collected from 
people across Canada.
$15.95, 112 pages, pb, 978-1-895900-08-1, Pottersfield Press
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The Mi’kmaq Anthology Volume 2
In Celebration of the Life of Rita Joe
Edited by Theresa Meuse, Lesley Choyce, Julia Swan
Autobiographical and traditional stories, essays on culture, history and spirituality, 
as well as poetry from twenty-one Mi’kmaq writers. Includes writings by Daniel 
Paul, Lindsay Marshall, Cathy Martin, Patricia Doyle-Bedwell, Marie Battiste 
and Robert Bernard among others. A collection of powerful voices from the 
Mi’kmaq community.
$21.95, pb, 240 pages, 978-1-897426-29-6, Pottersfield Press

The Mi’kmaq Anthology
Edited by Rita Joe and Lesley Choyce
First published in 1997, the book is a valuable landmark of an ancient people
that speaks directly to those intrigued by Aboriginal history and culture. 
The seventeen writers in this volume express both pain and joy, outrage and 
celebration.
$21.95, pb, 286 pages, 978-1-895900-04-0, Pottersfield Press

The Language of  
This Land
Mi’kma’ki
Trudy Sable and  
Bernie Francis
The rhythms, sounds and 
patterns of their language 
are inextricably bound with 
the seasonal cycles of the 
animals, plants, winds, skies, 
waterways and trade routes 
of the Mi’kmaq.
$19.95, pb, 134 pages, colour maps 
and photos, 978-1-897009-49-9, 
Cape Breton University Press

Mi’kmaq Medicines,  
2nd edition
Remedies and Recollections
Laurie Lacey
Author Laurie Lacey explores the 
habitats and uses of these healing 
plants. Each plant is illustrated  
and listed with its traditional  
application of the Mi’kmaq  
approach to health and healing.
$14.95, pb, 144 pages 978-1-55109-917-0, 
Nimbus Publishing

Legends and Monsters of Atlantic Canada
Darryll Walsh
Long-time ghost hunter Darryll Walsh delves into the magical world of fairies, phantom ships, demons,  
banshees, hairy bipeds, goblins, devil hounds, splinter cats, gumberoo, shagamaw, glawackus, loup-garu,  
werewolves, sea serpents, will-o-the-wisp and jack-o-lanterns throughout Atlantic Canada.
$17.95, pb, 146 pages, 978-1-897426-37-1, Pottersfield Press

Ghosts of Nova Scotia 
Tenth Anniversary Edition
Darryll Walsh
A compendium of 275 haunting stories about ghosts, forerunners, buried treasure and cursed  
places from every corner of the province.
$19.95, pb, 176 pages, includes photos, 978-1-897426-21-0, Pottersfield Press

Ghost Waters 
Canada’s Haunted Seas and Shores
Darryll Walsh
Stories from across Canada about ghosts, apparitions, phantom ships and a multitude of mysterious  
occurrences on oceans, lakes and rivers across Canada.
$16.95, pb, 176 pages, 978-1-895900-49-2, Pottersfield Press
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Here Be Dragons
Strange Creatures of  
Newfoundland and Labrador
Bruce Hynes
Featuring the unexplained and  
the unusual, this account of  
the strange creatures of  
Newfoundland and Labrador 
is an amalgamation of history, 
anecdotes and folk tales, inspired 
by a few unusual historical records 
and sightings, past and present. 
Well-researched and entertaining, 
Here Be Dragons is dedicated to 
all those who said they saw  
something and no one believed.
$19.95, pb, 256 pages, colour and b&w 
illus., 978-1-55081-384-5

eBook, 978-1-55081-336-4 (Barnes & 
Noble, iBookstore, KOBO, Sony),  
Breakwater Books Ltd.

The Ocean Ranger
Remaking the Promise of Oil
Susan Dodd
“Dodd’s The Ocean Ranger is 
bound to stir old passions and 
revive public concerns about 
industrial safety and the potential 
for ecological devastation either 
from natural disasters or massive 
oil spills.” —Chronicle Herald
“...each chapter makes for  
captivating reading.” 
—Atlantic Books Today
$24.95, pb, 200 pages, b&w photos,  
978-1-55266-464-3, Fernwood Publishing

The About Canada series explores key issues for Canadians. Accessibly  
written, affordable and in a distinctive format, these books provide basic 
—but critical and passionate—coverage of central aspects of our society.

About Canada 
Disability Rights
Deborah Stienstra
Canadians with disabilities still experience significant barriers in obtaining 
their human rights.
$17.95, pb, 136 pages, 978-1-55266-462-9, Fernwood Publishing

About Canada 
Media
Peter Steven
Canadian people must reclaim the media from elite interests in order to 
ensure its democratic and quality future.
$17.95, pb, 176 pages, 978-1-55266-447-6, Fernwood Publishing

About Canada 
Queer Rights
Peter Knegt
“…though attitudes about same-sex partnerships may have changed, 
societal values concerning sexuality are still conservative or downright 
homophobic.” —Nightlife Magazine
$17.95, pb, 144 pages, 978-1-55266-437-7, Fernwood Publishing

The Intrigues of  
Archbishop John T.  
McNally and the Rise of 
Saint Mary’s University
Peter McGuigan
As an educator and a builder, 
Archbishop John T. McNally 
fought for years to transform Saint 
Mary’s College into the respected 
university it is today.
$19.95, pb, 176 pages, b&w photos,  
978-1-55266-514-5, Co-published by 
Fernwood Publishing and Saint Mary’s 
University

The Newfoundland Dog
True Stories of Courage, Loyalty, 
and Friendship
Robert C. Parsons
A collection of more than fifty 
true stories involving the noble 
Newfoundland dog, one of the 
most courageous, friendly and 
protective dog breeds on earth.
$19.95, pb, 205 pages, b&w photos, illus., 
978-1-926881-65-2

$11.99, eBook, 978-1-926881-67-6 (Kindle), 
978-1-926881-66-9 (Apple iBookstore, 
Barnes & Noble, Kobo, Sony),  
Flanker Press
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Right Place, Right Time
Sidney, Heather, Boomer and Me
Bruce Rainnie, Forewords by Heather Moyse and Scott Russell
With over twenty-five years of broadcasting experience, Bruce Rainnie has collected stories from every 
arena. He has worked intimately with PEI’s legendary broadcaster “Boomer” Gallant as well as many other 
well-known characters from across the country. Bruce did the first TV interview with Sidney Crosby back  
in 1996 and has remained in contact with him ever since. He also worked closely with Olympic Gold  
Medalist, Heather Moyse. The book will include these anecdotes and stories from his work as a news and 
sports broadcaster. 

Bruce is the host of CBC Prince Edward Island’s Compass. Along with being a regular host on Hockey  
Night in Canada, he has broadcast five Olympic Games and had the honour of calling the 2008 Gold  
Medal performance of Canadian Showjumper Eric Lamaze in Hong Kong. In March of 2004, he researched,  
co-produced and hosted Great Expectations, a documentary 
on Sidney Crosby. Bruce was named the voice of 
Curling on CBC. Bruce’s quick wit, thoughtful insights 
and humorous, engaging style have entertained 
audiences all across Atlantic Canada. All author 
proceeds will go to the P.E.I. Cancer Treatment 
Centre in the name of Mae Gallant.
$27.95, hc, 160 pages, 978-1-894838-70-2 

eBook, 978-1-894838-79-5 (Apple, Kobo, Sony, Barnes & Noble,
Overdrive, Amazon, Blio (Baker & Taylor), Follett), Acorn Press

Still Crazy After All 
These Years
Wayne Wright’s Prince Edward 
Island Cartoons
Wayne Wright
A laugh is a good way to start 
your day. This new collection 
features Wayne Wright’s best 
editorial cartoons from  
thirty-three years of daily 
appearances in Summerside’s 
Journal Pioneer.
$19.95, pb, 120 pages,  
978-0-919013-70-4,  
Island Studies Press

I am an Islander
Patrick Ledwell
In this collection, PEI’s 
funnyman Patrick Ledwell 
explores the hilarity of life 
viewed from the country’s 
crumbling Eastern edge. I 
am an Islander is a funny 
and heartfelt stockpile of 
standup, sketches and rants, 
banked up to defend your 
good humour against  
everything that might  
erode it.
$19.95, pb, 168 pages,  
978-1-894838-72-6 

eBook, 978-1-894838-78-8  
(Apple, Kobo, Sony, Barnes  
& Noble, Overdrive, Amazon, 
Blio (Baker & Taylor), Follett),  
Acorn Press
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Lester Pearson’s  
Peacekeeping
The Truth May Hurt
Yves Engler, Foreword by Noam 
Chomsky
In the light of this critical  
examination of his work, Lester 
Pearson is revealed to have been 
not a great peacekeeper and  
“honest broker”, but an ardent  
cold warrior.
$15.95, pb, 178 pages, 978-1-55266-510-7, 
Co-published by Fernwood Publishing 
and Red Publishing

In Search of R.B. Bennett
P.B. Waite
After more than twenty years of research, this biography is an attempt  
to bring Bennett the human being before the reader. One of Canada’s  
least popular Conservative PMs, he was also one of its most innovative.  
“A traditional biography, with the focus on Bennett’s character, his  
motives, and underlying values, In Search of R.B. Bennett is superbly  
written.” —John MacFarlane, Department of National Defense.
$34.95, hc, 344 pages, 13 b&w photos, 978-0-7735-3908-2,  
McGill-Queen’s University Press

African Chronicles
A memoir
Burris Devanney
Understand Africa today:  
unabridged two volume memoir 
of the turbulent 1960s: colonial 
Rhodesia, gripped by an absurd 
but tragic commitment to “petty 
apartheid” and independent 
Nigeria, on the brink of civil war 
(Biafra)—underlying conditions for 
today’s horrific levels of poverty, 
ethnic strife and revolutions.
$24.95, pb, 448 pages, endnotes, photos, 
references, 978-1-89581-442-2,  
New World Publishing

The One Eyed Gunner
Gary Chisholm
Larry Sutherland’s story is one of 
bravery, courage and the strength 
of the human spirit. With a birth 
defect that should have made it 
impossible, Larry not only survived 
the war—he became a legend.
$24.95, pb, 200 pages, photos,  
978-1-927003-02-2,  
Bryler Publications Inc.

Through the Gates  
of Hell and Back
The private war of a footslogger 
from ‘The Avenue’
John O’Brien and Devonna 
(O’Brien) Edwards
An unabridged, humourous  
infantryman’s front–line memoir 
of WWII (1st Canadian Division 
from Sicily to Ortona). From 
basic training, through mud and 
destruction, until a concussion 
blast ended his war. Author served 
with the merchant navy and two 
famous Maritime regiments.
$21.95, pb, 160 pages, photos, ref.,  
978-1-89581-414-9,  
New World Publishing
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To Be Frank
Memories of an Extraordinary Life
Frank Dyke,  
Edited by Joan Sullivan
At the age of eighteen Frank Dyke 
joined the 59th Heavy Nfld. Regiment  
and fought in WWII. He later 
worked in several international 
postings for the Royal Canadian Air 
Force, the Department of External 
Affairs and the United Nations. He 
also worked as an offshore radio 
operator on several rigs includ-
ing the Ocean Ranger. To Be Frank 
brings to life the most memorable 
adventures of this extraordinary 
Newfoundlander.
$18.95, pb, 176 pages, 978-1-55081-383-8

eBook, 978-1-55081-340-1 (Barnes  
& Noble, iBookstore, KOBO, Sony),  
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Tomcats and Housecalls
Memoir of a Country Doctor
Dr. William O’Flaherty
A collection of stories about 
doctoring in rural Newfoundland 
and New Brunswick, with insight 
gained from forty plus years of 
facing life, death and the truly 
unexpected.
$17.95, pb, 192 pages, 978-1-927099-10-0

$9.95, eBook, 978-1-927099-12-4,  
Boulder Publications

This Navy Doctor  
Came Ashore
Charles Read
For a flight surgeon who had little 
experience in family medicine, 
working in rural Prince Edward 
Island was a new adventure. This 
book chronicles some of the  
noteworthy events of the time  
he spent as a country doctor.
$17.95, pb, 160 pages, 978-1-894838-75-7

eBook, 978-1-894838-80-1 (Apple, 
Kobo, Sony, Barnes & Noble, Overdrive, 
Amazon, Blio (Baker & Taylor), Follett), 
Acorn Press

Finding Me in France
Bobbi French
Finding Me in France is a chronicle 
of the delights and deprecations 
of making a dream come true. 
Illustrated with inspiring  
photographs, it’s a funny and  
perceptive account of an  
experience of a lifetime.
$19.95, pb, 270 pages, 978-1-897174-94-4, 
Creative Book Publishing

Haunted Girl
Esther Cox and the Great Amherst Mystery
Laurie Glen Norris with Barbara Thompson
Shortly after eighteen-year-old Esther moved into Amherst, Nova Scotia her family’s house was plagued by 
unexplained occurrences. Was Esther the victim of paranormal powers or the troubled mind behind a series 
of elaborate hoaxes? At the time of her alleged haunting, the plausibility of Esther Cox’s claims were hotly 
debated in newspapers and by fellow residents.
$17.95, pb, 176 pages, 10 b&w images, 978-155109-907-1

$12.95, eBook, 978-155109-913-2 (Apple, Kobo, Sony, Barnes & Noble, Overdrive, Amazon, Blio (Baker & Taylor), Follett),  
Nimbus Publishing
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The War of 1812
On land and sea, conflicts in the Maritimes helped shape the outcome of the War of 1812. On 
the bicentenary of the war, take a trip back in time to better understand the events that helped 
form our country.

A Neighbourly War
New Brunswick and the War of 1812
Robert L. Dallison
$17.95, pb, 160 pages, b&w illus., maps, bibliography, index, 978-0-86492-653-1

Battle for the Bay
The Naval War of 1812
Joshua M. Smith
$16.95, pb, 156 pages, illus., index, 978-0-86492-644-9

Trimming Yankee Sails
Pirates and Privateers of New Brunswick
Faye Kert
$16.95, pb, 112 pages, illus., index, 978-0-86492-442-1

Heroes of the Acadian 
Resistance
The Story of Joseph Beausoleil 
Broussard and Pierre II Surette 
1702-1765
Dianne Marshall
The little-known story of two 
young men who led the armed 
resistance in eighteenth-century 
Nova Scotia to the Acadian  
deportation in the 1750s. Finalist 
for the 2012 Dartmouth Book 
Award for Non-Fiction.
$22.95, pb, 208 pages,  
978-0-88780-978-1, Formac Publishing

eBook, at www.formac.ca

The Canadair Argus
The Untold Story of Canada’s 
Cold War Maritime Hunter
Major (Ret’d) Cary Baker MSM, 
CD and Major (Ret’d)  
Bert Campbell CD, illustrated 
by Rob Arsenault and  
Adam Murray
A detailed history of the  
Canadair CL-28 and CP-107  
Argus. This beautifully  
illustrated compilation 
explores the aircraft’s role in 
anti-submarine warfare during 
the Cold War.
$59.95, hc, 200 pages, photos,  
978-1-927003-06-0,  
Bryler Publications Inc.

Ghost Islands of Nova Scotia
Mike Parker
A treasure trove of 330 images along with the story of such legendary islands as Sable, Seal, St. 
Paul, Scatarie, Sambro, McNabs, Georges, Lawlor, Devils, Melville, Little Hope, McNutts, Oak, 
Isle Haute, Bon Portage, Liscomb, the Tuskets, the Canso Islands and LaHave Islands.
$24.95, pb, 256 pages, 330 photos, images, 978-1-897426-35-7, Pottersfield Press

Buried in the Woods
Sawmill Ghost Towns of Nova Scotia
Mike Parker
Buried in the Woods resurrects the story of abandoned settlements hacked from the primal 
forest by timber barons. Through photos and text, Mike Parker breathes life into many of these 
lost communities.
$22.95, pb, 208 pages, over 200 photos, 978-1-897426-14-2, Pottersfield Press

Gold Rush Ghost Towns of Nova Scotia
Mike Parker
Fascinating stories of abandoned mining communities with dozens of images from the past and 
present. A truly haunting journey into our forgotten past.
$21.95, pb, 175 pages, photos, 978-1-897426-04-3, Pottersfield Press

Goose Lane Editions & The Gregg Centre 
for the Study of War and Society
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Cape Breton Railways
An Illustrated History
Herb MacDonald
Cape Breton’s rail lines had 
substantial roles in industries. 
Despite their prominent  
connections to coal and steel, 
railways played many other 
important roles in the life of 
the Island.
$24.95, pb, 200 pages, b&w photos, 
illus., 978-1-897009-67-3,  
Cape Breton University Press

Historic New Glasgow 
Stellarton, Westville  
and Trenton
Monica Graham
Capturing the fascinating  
history of these towns with  
over 180 historical black and 
white images from the 1870s  
to 1940s, Historic New Glasgow, 
Stellarton, Westville, and  
Trenton is a long-awaited  
addition to the Images of  
Our Past series.
$19.95, pb, 192 page, 180 images,  
978-1-55109-896-8, Nimbus Publishing

Destination White Point
Frances Jewel Dickson
The complete history of the 
iconic resort on Nova Scotia’s 
South Shore. White Point Beach 
Lodge has been in operation since 
1928, persevering through early 
bankruptcy, the Great Depression 
and two world wars. Includes the 
story of the horrific 2011 fire and 
the resort’s resurrection from the 
ashes.
$17.95, pb, 144 pages, photos,  
978-1-897426-36-4, Pottersfield Press

South Shore Facts and 
Folklore
Vernon Oickle
The region’s history, geography 
and culture are presented here 
as fun and occasionally quirky 
factoids in the newest edition 
of the Facts and Folklore series. 
South Shore Facts and Folklore 
is a must-have for anyone who 
wants to learn more about the 
region.
$15.95, pb, 224 pages, 20 images,  
978-155109-898-2, Nimbus Publishing

A Portrait of Lunenburg 
County
Images and Stories from a  
Vanished Way of Life
Peter Barss
The legendary schooner fishing 
days may be gone forever from 
Nova Scotia, but the spirit of 
those days, and the heroic men 
who endured them, lives on in 
this new edition of stories and 
photographs from Them Big 
White Sails.
$19.95, pb, 176 pages, 48 b&w photos, 
978-1-55109-900-2,  
Nimbus Publishing

Imaginary Line
Life on an Unfinished Border
Jacques Poitras
Finalist, 2012 Democracy 250 
Atlantic Book Award for  
Historical Writing. 
Finalist, Shaughnessy Cohen  
Prize for Political Writing.
The current state of the  
borderlands between  
New Brunswick and Maine.
$19.95, pb, 342 pages, maps, photos, 
index, 978-0-86492-650-0,  
Goose Lane Editions
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Elaine Harrison
I am an Island That Dreams
Jane Ledwell, Kevin Rice and Douglas Sobey
Elaine Harrison was an artist and a poet. Inspired by the Group of Seven, 
she found her subject matter in the cliffs and waves, the sunflowers in her 
garden, the trees and her own cats and kitchen.
$24.95, pb, 80 pages, 978-1-89483-863-4, Acorn Press

Three Centuries of Public Art
Historic Halifax Regional Municipality
Barbara DeLory
Praised for being the first of its kind, for its thoroughness and and  
photographic presentation, this publication is three centuries of the  
history of the region through public art, 114 monuments, cenotaphs,  
sculptures and statuary. Brilliant colour photos, fascinating histories with 
maps or directions to each location plus walking tours of the historic 
downtowns. Includes chapters on the four significant tragedies of the  
region, including the Titanic, Swiss Air Disaster and the Halifax Explosion, 
as well as a tribute to, and memorials for, The Royal Canadian Navy. A 
must for every citizen and visitor.
$35.00, pb, 216 pages, 280 full-colour photos, 9 maps, 6 walking tours,  
978-1-89581-435-4, New World Publishing

Fragile and 
Fanciful 
The Story of Nova 
Scotia Glass
Deborah Trask
In this beautifully 
illustrated book, 
Deborah Trask 
examines the history 
of the glass industry 
in Nova Scotia 
during the golden 
age of pressed-glass 
production.
$22.95, pb, 120 pages, 
illus. 978-0-86492-655-5, 
Goose Lane Editions 
and the Nova Scotia 
Museum

Maritime Lighthouses
Jordan Crowe
Jordan Crowe’s photographs 
feature several of the most 
famous lighthouses in  
Canada. Each lighthouse 
included in the book is also  
accompanied by historical 
details and specific  
locations for potential 
visitors.
$17.95, hc, 80 pages, 75 images, 
978-1-55109-904-0,  
Nimbus Publishing

Lighthouses of  
New Brunswick
Past and Present
Kraig Anderson and  
Kelly Anne Loughery
New Brunswick is home to  
the third-largest number of 
lighthouses in the country.  
Accompanied by a reference 
map and an index, Lighthouses 
of New Brunswick is the  
definitive resource for exploring 
the province’s iconic structures.
$22.95, pb, 152 pages, 15 images,  
978-1-55109-915-6, Nimbus Publishing
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Prince Edward Island  
National Park
Past and Present

Parc national de  
l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard 
hier at auhourd’hui
Parks and People
Since Prince Edward Island 
National Park was first created in 
1937 it has welcomed visitors from 
around the world, captivating the 
hearts of all who experience its 
serene and tranquil beauty.  
This beauty is now captured in 
images for the park’s seventy-fifth 
anniversary.
$16.95, hc, 80 pages, bilingual,  
978-1-8948-376-4, Acorn Press

The Little Book of Prince 
Edward Island
John Sylvester
With beautiful images of every 
corner of the Island in all seasons, 
this is a charming and captivating 
look at the Island in all its colours. 
John Sylvester’s imagery portrays 
the landscape like none other.
$16.95, hc, 78 pages, 978-1-89483-859-7, 
Acorn Press

Camp and Cottage  
Cookbook
Tonya Hughes
A collection of author-tested 
recipes for the leisure crowd.  
The recipes are kid-friendly,  
nutritionally sound, easily 
prepared in under one hour and 
require minimal cooler time.
$16.95, pb, 93 pages, b&w photos,  
978-1-926881-77-5

$9.99, eBook, 978-1-926881-79-9 (Kindle), 
978-1-926881-78-2 (Apple iBookstore, 
Barnes & Noble, Kobo),  
Flanker Press

Chowders and Soups
50 Recipes for the Home Chef
Liz Feltham
Soup can be simple and rustic, 
or elegant and complex.  
And each culture’s cuisine 
has a soup that is instantly 
identifiable. In the  
Maritimes, that soup is 
chowder. Chowders  
and Soups is a collection  
of over fifty delicious  
recipes accompanied  
by appetizing  
colour photos.
$18.95, pb, 88 Pages,  
25 images,  
978-1-55109-905-7,  
Nimbus Publishing

Prince Edward Island 
Seafood
Local Fare, Global Flavours
Paul Lucas
Shortlisted for a Taste Canada 
Award, this gem of a cookbook 
covers recipes from shellfish to 
white fish, with global influences 
from Newfoundland to Thailand. 
Chef Lucas takes the mystery out 
of preparing and cooking seafood.
$12.95, pb, 60 pages,  
978-1-89483-858-0, The Acorn Press
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Trees and Shrubs of the 
Maritimes
Field Guide
Todd Boland
An authoritative guide to all native 
and introduced species of trees 
and shrubs in the Maritimes. A  
series of page tabs and icons  
offers easy identification.
$34.95, pb, 240 pages,  
978-0-9865376-5-3, Boulder Publications

Geology of  
Newfoundland  
Field Guide
Touring Through Time at 48 
Scenic Sites
Martha Hild
An incredible tour of Earth history 
told at forty-eight breathtaking 
geological sites across  
Newfoundland. Includes GPS 
coordinates, maps, trip planners 
and geology basics for new rock 
enthusiasts.
$34.95, pb, 276 pages,  
978-1-927999-07-0,  
Boulder Publications

Field Guide to  
Nova Scotia Birds
Written and  
Illustrated by Jeffrey C. Domm
Detailed listings of 200+ species 
found in Nova Scotia. Easy to  
follow visual information on  
season, nest location and  
identifying features. Perfect for 
readers of all ages.
$24.95, pb, 224 pages, 200+ colour illus., 
978-1-45950-049-5, Formac Publishing

eBooks, at www.formac.ca

Birding in New Brunswick
Roger Burrows
A veritable birders’ bible.  
Illustrated with over 200 vibrant 
photographs, this guide to New 
Brunswick’s avian population is 
sure to please even the most 
discriminating birder.
$27.95, pb, 372 pages, colour and b&w 
photos, maps, 978-0-86492-618-0, 
Goose Lane Editions

Formac Pocketguide  
to Canada’s Atlantic Seashore 
$9.95, pb, 96 pages, 200+ colour illus. 978-1-4595-0064-8

Formac Pocketguide to Nature 
$9.95, pb, 96 pages, 200+ colour illus., 978-1-4595-0061-7

Formac Pocketguide to Fossils 
$9.95, pb, 96 pages, 200+ colour illus., 978-1-4595-0058-7

Written and illustrated by Jeffrey C. Domm
Formac Publishing  
eBooks at www.formac.ca

Best-selling field guides are now in a new larger format. Full-colour illustrations with 
key information to identify birds, seashells, bugs, flowers, seaweeds, fossils, etc. Great 
on beach walks, nature trails or regional fossil hunts. Perfect for readers of all ages.
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Salmon Country
New Brunswick’s Great  
Angling Rivers
Doug Underhill,  
edited by Jacques 
Héroux, photography  
by André Gallant
Finalist, Best Atlantic- 
Published Book Award. 
A stunning combination of  
superb images and lively  
personal essays, Salmon  
Country takes us on a  
breathtaking excursion 
along New Brunswick’s 
famous salmon rivers.
$45.00, hc, 260 pages, colour  
photos, 978-0-86492-629-6,  
Goose Lane Editions

Hiking Trails of Cape Breton
2nd edition
Michael Haynes
Cape Breton Island is one of the most beautiful, wild places in Canada. An internationally acclaimed tourist 
destination that attracts tens of thousands of visitors every year, it is home to some of the most pristine 
wilderness in the Maritimes.
In this new edition of Hiking Trails of Cape Breton, Michael Haynes profiles forty routes, from Money Point 
on the northern tip of the Island all the way to the Ghost Beach Trail. GPS coordinates are provided for each 
trail, as is cellphone coverage and detailed maps, making the book both useful to read and valuable to keep 
close at hand as you discover the landscape anew.
$19.95, pb, 224 pages, photos, index, maps, 978-0-86492-670-8, Goose Lane Editions

Also available
Looking to explore more of the countryside? Goose Lane Editions is well 
equipped to keep you trekking for quite some time! As you venture forth into 
some of our pristine forests, our handy guides will ensure that you not only 
have the best possible time, but also find your way back.

Trails of Halifax Regional Municipality
2nd Edition
Michael Haynes
$16.95, pb, 168 pages, photos, index, maps, 978-0-86492-614-2

Trails of Greater Moncton
Kate Merlin
$14.95, pb, 127 pages, photos, index, maps, 978-0-86492-349-3

Trails of Fredericton
Bill Thorpe
$12.95, pb, 105 pages, photos, index, maps, 978-0-86492-235-9

Hiking Trails of Nova Scotia
8th Edition
Michael Haynes
$19.95, pb, 331 pages, b&w illus. index, maps, 978-0-86492-291-5

Hiking Trails of New Brunswick
3rd Edition
Marianne and H.A. Eiselt
$19.95, pb, 328 pages, b&w illus., index, maps, 978-0-86492-455-1

Waterfalls of  
New Brunswick
Nicholas Guitard
Who would have guessed New 
Brunswick held so many falls? Each 
waterfall in this richly illustrated 
volume is complemented by 
descriptions, directions and  
background information.
$24.95, pb, 150 pages, colour photos, 
978-0-86492-543-5, Goose Lane Editions

Also available  

Waterfalls of  
New Brunswick
A Guide
Nicholas Guitard
$19.95, pb, 292 pages, colour and b&w 
photos, maps, 978-0-86492-615-9, 
Goose Lane Editions
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Baby Play
Carol MacDougall and Shanda LaRamee-Jones
Babies will love listening to the bouncy rhythm of the text and looking at 
the bright, bold photos. This is the perfect board book for new parents 
and baby programs.
$8.95, board book, 14 pages, 978-1-55109-902-6, Nimbus Publishing

Gus the Tortoise 
Takes a Walk
Erin Arsenault, illustrated  
by Richard Rudnicki
It’s a busy day at the  
Museum of Natural History 
in Halifax. Gus the Tortoise 
is getting a new home. 
Someone makes a mistake, 
and Gus wanders away! 
Watch for Gus’ 90th  
birthday celebration  
this summer.
$18.95, hc, 32 pages, 15 full-colour 
illus. 978-1-55109-906-4,  
Nimbus Publishing

Chung Lee Loves Lobsters
Hugh MacDonald, illustrated by Perri and Glen Craig
Mr. Chung Lee is a retired restaurant cook who buys one lobster a month 
with his old age pension cheque, takes the lobster to the seashore, and 
releases it into the sea.
$9.95, pb, 24 pages, 978-1-89483-856-6, Acorn Press

My Mother is Weird
Rachna Gilmore, illustrated by Brenda Jones
Published in 1989 by Ragweed Press, this book is considered to be a P.E.I. 
classic. This unique view of mother’s “bad day” through the observant eyes 
of a child is a weird and wonderful story for parents and children.
$9.95, pb, 24 pages, full-colour illus. throughout, 978-1-894838-74-0, Acorn Press

Dreamtime
Deirdre Kessler, illustrated by Christina Patterson
This simple picture book for young children makes for a beautiful lullaby. 
Gentle text and playful illustration marry to evoke a quiet nighttime in 
Charlottetown, a perfect going-to-bed story.
$15.95, hc, 24 pages, 978-1-89483-864-1, Acorn Press

Doors in the Air
David Weale,  
illustrated by Pierre Pratt
Discover the doors to your 
imagination! “Surreal in its 
effect, this celebration of 
the creative mind  
encourages young readers 
and listeners to open doors 
of their own.” —Kirkus
$19.95, hc, 32 pages,  
978-1-55469-250-7

$19.99, eBook, 978-1-55469-251-4 
(Orca, Technoquest, Overdrive, 
Follett, Ebooks.com), Orca Book 
Publishers
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Pier 21
Listen to my Story
Christine Welldon
In this fact-filled book for 
young readers, author  
Christine Welldon shares 
the true stories of nine 
children who remember 
their voyages and their first 
experiences in Canada.
$15.95, pb, 96 pages, 40 images, 
978-1-55109-909-5,  
Nimbus Publishing

Find Scruncheon and 
Touton 2
All around Newfoundland
Nancy Keating and  
Laurel Keating
Young readers will once 
again enjoy finding the 
lovable Newfoundland 
Dog and Labrador Retriever 
as the two canine pals 
encounter new adventures 
in Newfoundland’s most 
recognizable places.
$10.95, pb, 32 pages, colour illus. 
978-1-897174-89-0,  
Creative Book Publishing

Driftwood Dragons
and other seaside poems
Tyne Brown and Tamara Thiébaux-Heikalo
Driftwood Dragons is a collection of thirty-four lyrical seaside poems  
for children. Inspired by the Maritime coastline and accompanied by 
whimsical illustrations, these poems are celebrations of the coastal  
environment. From an ode to a beach flea to a short conversation with  
a snail, Driftwood Dragons perfectly captures the beauty, diversity, and  
joy to be found at Maritime beaches.
$12.95, pb, 32 pages, 978-1-55109-893-7, Nimbus Publishing

Cross Katie Kross
Donna Morrissey, illustrated by Bridgette Morrissey
From award-winning author Donna Morrissey and her daughter, Bridgette, comes a charming  
picture book about a curmudgeonly old woman who hates just about everything. Katie Kross  
decides to leave home in search of Love Valley, an idyllic refuge away from chores, neighbours, 
and pesky animals. But Katie’s journey teaches her that dreams come true in the most  
surprising ways.
$18.00, hc, 32 pages, 8 x 10, 978-0-670-06479-3  
Penguin Books
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Chasing Freedom
By Gloria Ann Wesley
“Its eclectic wealth of fictional 
characters in a setting that is  
historically accurate brings to  
life a history that is in turn  
horrifying, joyful and fascinating.  
It is hard to put down.”  
—Halifax Chronicle Herald
$18.95, pb, 240 pages,  
978-1-55266-423-0, Roseway Publishing

Oak Island Revenge
A Jonah Morgan Story
Cynthia D’Entremont
Jonah and his best friend have 
figured out a way to get to the 
forbidden Oak Island to seek 
treasure. They find a gold locket 
underground and can’t believe 
their luck—until they realize that 
the locket is not pirate’s booty 
but possibly evidence in a current 
murder investigation.
$12.95, pb, 192 pages, 978-155109-899-9, 
Nimbus Publishing

Hold the Pickles
Vicki Grant
 “Filled with gross-out details of 
snot and slime, as well as simple 
wordplay, this short novel in the 
Orca Currents…combines everyday 
scenarios with a clever mystery 
that ends with a surprising  
revelation.” —Booklist
$9.95, pb, 112 pages, 978-1-55469-920-9

$16.95, hc, 978-1-55469-921-6

$9.99, eBook, 978-1-55469-923-0 (Orca, 
Kobo, iBookstore, Amazon and  
Barnes & Noble), Orca Book Publishers

Last Summer in  
Louisbourg
Claire Mowat
Andrea sets out on a journey to 
the east coast to work at historical 
Louisburg. She’ll play a role in a 
movie, find romance and learn a 
family secret that will change her 
life forever.
$11.95, pb, 160 pages, 978-115109-894-4

$11.95, eBook, 978-155109-910-1 (Apple, 
Kobo, Sony, Barnes & Noble, Overdrive, 
Amazon, Blio (Baker & Taylor, Follett), 
Nimbus Publishing

Power Opus 1
Wendy Umlah
Being a “One” who has the power 
to create your own happiness can 
be somewhat difficult when you 
have a problem that you don’t 
know how to solve. Don’t despair 
—in a follow-up to Sigmund, Der 
Alte has written this book for just 
such occasions.
$9.95, pb, 88 pages, 978-192700313-8, 
Bryler Publications Inc., Little Fish Books

Also available  

Sigmund Mortimer  
Ganymede Crumb:  
The One
Wendy Umlah
$11.95, pb, 232 pages, 978-1-927003-08-4. 
Bryler Publications Inc., Little Fish Books

Lunar Lifter
Alison DeLory
When Cameron and Erin use  
magic markers to decorate a  
giant refrigerator box, they never 
imagine that it will be the start of 
a wild lunar adventure where they 
must use their imaginations to find 
a way home.
$9.95, pb, 64 pages, illus.,  
978-1-927003-27-5,  
Bryler Publications Inc., Little Fish Books



Contest

Visit your local bookstore for signings and events. Many authors 
who are featured in the 2012 Atlantic Summer Reading Guide 

will be signing books at participating bookstores all  
over Atlantic Canada. Check your bookstore  

or visit www.AtlanticBooksToday.ca for details. 

Saturday, June 16, 2012...

atlantic 
author day

the Great Book Giveaway 
Win a beautiful basket full of books!
simply fill out the ballot below, clip it out and mail  
it in. If your entry is drawn, we’ll send you a basket  
of great Atlantic books.

Basket may not be exactly as shown. titles in the basket vary per region.

Please fill out this form and mail to Atlantic Books Today Book Giveaway: 1484 Carlton Street, Halifax NS B3H 3B7.  
One basket per Atlantic Canadian province. Contest closes Friday, September 9, 2012.
The information below will not be used for any purpose other than contacting the winning entry. 

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Please list any books featured in this Summer Reading Guide that you may consider purchasing, or have  
purchased this summer: 

Name the local bookstore where you most frequently shop:
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Books featured in this magazine can be found at these fine stores
novA ScotiA
AMHERST

• Coles, Amherst Shopping Centre

• Pugsley’s Pharmacy Ltd.

• Visitor Gift Shop, NS Visitor 
 Information Centre

ANNAPOLIS ROYAL

• Bainton Tannery Outlet/ 
 Mad Hatter Bookstore

ANTIGONISH

• Coles, Antigonish Mall

• Antigonish 5¢ to the $1.00

• Word by Word Bookstore

BADDECK

• Blue Heron Gift Shop Ltd.

CHESTER

• The Village Emporium

BRIDGEWATER

• Coles, Bridgewater Mall

EASTERN PASSAGE

• Just Browsing Crafts and Collectibles 

GREENWOOD

• The Inside Story

HALIFAx

• Bookmark II

• Carrefour Atlantic Emporium

• Chapters, Bayers Lake Power Centre

• Chapters, Mic Mac Mall

• Coles, Bedford Place Mall

• Coles, Halifax Shopping Centre

• Coles, Scotia Square

• Indigo, Sunnyside Mall, Bedford

• Island Beach Co. of Nova Scotia: 
 Halifax International Airport & 
 Metro Halifax—Ferry Boat Lane, Pier 22

• King’s Bookstore

• Marine Heritage Store,  
 Maritime Museum of the Atlantic

• Relay Books, Halifax International Airport

• Tattletales Books, Children’s Bookstore

• Woozles Children’s Bookstore

IONA

• An Clachan Gaidhealach Gift Shop, 
 Highland Village Museum

KENTVILLE

• R. D. Chisholm Ltd., Stationery & Books

LIVERPOOL

• Snug Harbour Books and Gourmet Shop,  
 Lanes Privateer Inn

LUNENBURG

• Admiral Benbow Trading Company

• Bluenose II Company Store

• Island Beach Co.

NEW GLASGOW

• Coles, Highland Square

• Downtown Book Exchange

NEW MINAS

• Coles, County Fair Mall

PORT HASTINGS

• Visitor Gift Shop, NS Visitor  
 Information Centre

SHELBURNE

• The Whirligig Book Shop

STEWIACKE

• The Ridge Shop

SYDNEY

• Coles, Mayflower Mall

TRURO

• Coles, Truro Mall

WOLFVILLE

• Box of Delights

YARMOUTH

• At the Sign of the Whale  
• Coles, Yarmouth Mall

• The Mast Head Giftshop,  
 Yarmouth County Museum

• Visitor Gift Shop,  
 NS Visitor Information Centre

new BrunSwick
BATHURST

• Bathurst Book Gallery

FREDERICTON

• Chapters, Regent Mall

• Westminster Books Ltd.

FUNDY NATIONAL PARK

• Fundy Guild Bookstore, Visitor Centre

MIRAMICHI

• Books Inn

MONCTON

• Chapters, Champlain Place, Dieppe

OROMOCTO

• Sharla Books

PLASTER ROCK

• Plaster Rock Guardian

ROTHESAY

• Benjamin’s Books, Children’s Bookstore

SACKVILLE

• Tidewater Books

ST. ANDREWS

• Boutique la Baleine/The Whale Store

• Island Beach Co.

SAINT JOHN

• Coles, Brunswick Square

• Coles, Lancaster Mall

• Coles, McAllister Mall

• Indigo, East Point Shopping

• Inprint, Centerbeam Place

• The Museum Shop,  
 New Brunswick Museum

• University of New Brunswick Bookstore

Prince edwArd iSlAnd
BORDEN-CARLETON

• Island Beach Co., Gateway Village

CHARLOTTETOWN

• Bookmark Inc.

• Island Beach Co., Peake’s Quay

• Indigo Books & Music

SUMMERSIDE

• Coles, County Fair Mall

newFoundlAnd
BOTWOOD

• Winterhouses Gift Shop,  
 Botwood Heritage Centre

CORNER BROOK

• Coles, Corner Brook Plaza

• Island Treasures

• Newfoundland Emporium

GANDER

• The Book Worm

GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR

• The Bookmark

ST. JOHN’S

• Chapters, Kenmount Road

• Coles, Avalon Shopping Centre

• Coles, Village Shopping Centre

• Downhomer Distributing & Retail

eBOOKS IN THIS CATALOGUE  
ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE 
FOLLOWING VENDORS
• Amazon Kindle
• Apple iBookstore
• Barnes & Noble
• Blio
• Follett
• Kobo Books
• OverDrive 
• Smashwords
• Sony eBookstore

Also check publishers’ websites for eBook 
availibilty

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ATLANTIC CANADIAN BOOKS, VISIT  
WWW.ATLANTICBOOKSTODAY.CA


